I want to thank you
unconditionally for
giving me strength
to move forward, for
telling me to believe
in myself and holding
the torch during
moments of darkness.”
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Supporting women
and children to live
free from violence,
fear and abuse for

35 years

BSWA is one of the strongest
organisations working around
violence against women and children
in the country. It is an organisation
led by people with passion and
commitment and this shines
through in everything it does.”
Mark Rogers, Chief Executive and Director of Economy at Birmingham City Council

We are lucky in Solihull to have BSWAID as our
provider of services to women and children affected
by domestic abuse. Their commitment to good
practice and their valuable partnership work
with all of our departments is assisting Solihull to
develop the best possible responses to some
of the most vulnerable women and children.”
Nick Page, Chief Executive, Solihull Council
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Archive BSWA posters from our early days

This year we have
directly supported

6,213

women and

1,936
children

Mother and Child
by Terry McDonald
Birmingham Women’s Hospital
We dressed Birmingham and Solihull’s most iconic sculptures in
the colours and symbols of the international anti-violence against
women movement, to shine a light on the issue of domestic violence.
Our cover photo is A Real Birmingham Family by Gillian Wearing,
in Chamberlain Square, Birmingham. More details on page 18.
All sculpture photos: © Ming de Nasty | mingdenasty.co.uk
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Welcome
Patricia McCabe
Chair

Maureen Connolly
Chief Executive

Last year we celebrated 35 years of providing support to vulnerable women
and children affected by abuse. We are proud to have maintained our services
this long and heartened when we get feedback from those we helped years ago.
Over this time, the profile of our service users has changed radically. Starting
as just one refuge, housing perhaps 30 a year, we reached over 6,000 women in
2016, offering not only refuge accommodation but also support in community
settings so no matter the circumstances women face, we are there to assist.
35 years later, we find women increasingly face multiple issues, as well as
domestic violence. Complexity is the word echoing across Women’s Aid
organisations locally and nationally as women present with severe mental
health, homeless, in debt and financial need, facing gang abuse, worried about
safeguarding their children, being denied legal aid, as austerity hits hard.
Our major conference in March gave a platform for eminent Professors in the
field to highlight their research, all of which reflects the experience on the ground
of BSWA and sister groups. Over 600 people listened to Professor Sylvia Walby
unveiling her ground breaking research into how official statistics mask the
severity of domestic violence faced by women, showing that domestic violence
has risen year on year since the economic crisis of 2009; and that women face
the most violent abuse, hidden through capping of ‘incidents’ in official figures.
Professor Evan Stark talked of how harm should be analysed not by risk, but the
amount of control exerted on women and children – particularly in child abuse
cases so that the non abusive parent, normally the mother, can be supported
and children can be safeguarded. Professor Liz Kelly talked eloquently about how
challenges continue for women who have left abusive situations, this time from
services demanding from her what she cannot deliver because for most women
the perpetrator remains exerting control through harassment and stalking.
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These are also the challenges BSWA has picked up in supporting women and children.
We have argued that a risk based approach diverts precious resources on processes,
and devised an innovative model – our Safety, Wellbeing and Independence model
– that focuses on need and allows a context in which risk can be more accurately
gauged on a continual basis as risk is dynamic where there is domestic violence.
We have developed innovative ways of meeting women’s needs and redesigned our
services to reach out to the most vulnerable in the face of cuts to services. There
are thirteen Drop-in locations across Birmingham and Solihull that offer face to face
meetings with women and immediate support. Our Partnership with Health through
the IRIS Project has emboldened GP’s to identify and refer women to our services –
7% of whom are aged 60-89 years, a group who previously would not have accessed
domestic violence support. Staff are trained to remain abreast of issues and policy
as thresholds are rising and advocacy becomes a sophisticated endeavour – many
services being denied women unless an Advocate talks on their behalf. Our staff
have risen to the challenges presented by increasing need and complexity; one team
raising over £15,000 in grants etc, for the women they support in just three months.
Working in Partnership is a priority and our West Midlands Specialist Domestic
Violence Consortium, made up of Women’s Aid organisations representing
the region, not only delivered a successful conference, but also won funding
for Specialist Workers in Courts and for working with high risk women in
MARACs.* We are the regional partners for the national Our Girl forced
marriage and honour based violence campaign and work together to help shape
local and regional strategy on Violence against Women & Children issues.
After 35 years we emerge as a robust organisation, with the resilience and agility
to meet the challenges ahead. Our staff continue to be our greatest asset in
helping us strive to the best for vulnerable women and children and we thank the
countless organisations that have supported us provide our services this past year.

My memories of refuge
are good ones. We could be
children again, play loudly, argue
over toys and suffer no serious
consequences. There was no
treading on eggshells or anyone
taking me out of my bed at night.
There was no more noticing my
mum with a new bruise on her face
or going without dinner because
he’d spent all the money on alcohol.
And we got our mum back.
Woman service user reflecting on her time in refuge as a child

* MARACs – ‘multi agency risk assessment conferences’, led by Police and involving a range of organisations.
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Understanding domestic abuse
Identifying needs and facing the challenges ahead

BSWA is part of the West Midlands Specialist Domestic
Abuse Consortium. Over 600 people attended our
conference in March, held at Edgbaston Stadium, which
brought together the most influential and internationally
recognised speakers on violence against women and
children. Three eminent professors tackled the main issues
in the field and delivered their own key messages.
Professor Sylvia Walby has undertaken
ground breaking research showing that:
 Although official statistics indicate that violent
crime is decreasing, in fact, domestic violence has
increased since the economic crisis in 2009.
 The increase is concentrated amongst ‘high frequency’
victims who experience multiple attacks. Official
data collection caps incidents to 5, but when the
cap is removed, the stark fact is that domestic
violence is rising year on year, with women being
the majority of victims of the most violent crime.
 The cause is traced to the disproportionate impact
of public sector cuts and the economic crisis
on women, with higher unemployment, lower
wages, and tax and benefit reductions. 75% of
Government savings are borne by women.
Throughout the year, we have asked
members of the public to show their support
for the BSWA pledge, ‘Together we can
end violence against women and children’.
We have shared this pledge through social
media, reaching across the world with the
hashtag #BSWA35. More details on page 18.
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Professor Walby’s key message is that repeat
victims must be counted to understand the scale
and severity, as well as the true nature of domestic
violence and its impact on women and children.

Women have their own strategies
for addressing the coercive control they
and their children face, but face huge
challenges in post separation abuse.”
Professor Liz Kelly has done in-depth research into the
experiences of women and children after leaving domestic
violence relationships, highlighting the challenges they face.
‘Finding the Costs of Freedom’ shows the pervasive impact of
coercive control, ‘walking on eggshells’ and the perpetrators
demeaning of women that narrows their ‘space for action’.
 The official approach of risk assessment, based
on incidents and the short-term, is shown to fail in
supporting women and children or making them safe.
 Statutory services expect women to take action, such
as taking out injunctions, leave home, etc., when
in fact, women’s space for action denies them this
ability. Women return after leaving partly because
services fail to support women after they’ve left in
a manner that takes account of the perpetrator’s
coercive control. Services in effect, are shown to
collude with the perpetrator’s post separation abuse.
 Women have their own strategies for addressing the
coercive control they and their children face, but face
huge challenges in post separation abuse, lasting up
to two to three years after leaving relationships.
Professor Kelly’s key message was for services to
open up the ‘space for action’ by supporting women
through sensitive responses. Housing, Police,
Benefits, Health, Children’s Services are in a unique
position to challenge the perpetrator’s coercive
control and provide a supportive network to enable
women & children to live a life free of abuse.

Coercive control is
the single most common
context in which child
abuse occurs.”

Mother and Child
by John Bridgeman
City Hospital, Birmingham

Professor Evan Stark has brought the concept
of coercive control into public life showing:
 The current non-gendered model with
its concentration on incidents, mostly
around violence, makes coercive control
invisible and normalises abuse.
 Stark shows that men’s definition of abuse is
violence whereas women see it as control, with most
experiencing low level and repetitive abuse that
does not reach statutory intervention thresholds.
 Coercive control is the single most common context
in which child abuse occurs. Stark found that it is the
degree of control, not the amount of violence, that is
the most telling indicator of current and future harm.
 Abuse can be prevented as the vast majority of
domestic abuse cases are repeat victims – early
intervention can dramatically reduce case loads.
Professor Stark’s key message was to understand the
gendered nature of abuse, that it affects women and
children the most; and to understand the deep impact
of coercive control. Services need to focus more on
the pattern of control, rather than incidents, to really
shape their intervention to have the best impact.
As West Midlands Specialist Domestic Abuse
Consortium, Birmingham and Solihull Women’s
Aid, Coventry Haven, Sandwell Women’s Aid
and The Haven Wolverhampton, work together
to end violence against women and girls.
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Living free of violence, abuse and fear
How our Women’s Safety Unit supports women and children

Domestic and sexual violence affects all areas of life
and to escape it, to lead a life free of abuse, women
need in-depth practical and emotional support.

Being healthier

Our Women’s Safety Unit is a vital lifeline providing a holistic
service, helping women address the myriad of issues they
experience, as well as providing emotional support:

87% felt their emotional and physical health
had improved after our intervention.

 MARAC (Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference)
team that works with ‘high risk’ women

Maximising finances and addressing debt

 Courts Independent Domestic Violence Advisors that
support women through the criminal justice process

73% of women secured entitlement to additional benefits,
grants or other income following our assistance.

 Our Civil Orders team, providing expert
advice on civil injunctions

Preventing homelessness

 Outreach workers providing support in the community

41% presenting to our service were diverted from homelessness.

 Helpline and Drop-in services.
 Specialist support around forced marriage, honour
based violence and female genital mutilation.
Outcomes women have achieved through support
from the Women’s Safety Unit include:

Feeling safer
86% said they stopped feeling responsible
for their abuse and felt safer from harm
100% reported that they feel confident about accessing
help again in the future should they need it.
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78% of women were supported with mental
health, drug and alcohol use

Addressing risk
15% of women were assessed as high risk and referred to a MARAC,
a multi agency risk assessment conference led by the Police
69% of women at risk and/or with children, where there were
safeguarding issues, were supported to reduce these risks.

Supporting safeguarding
78% of women accessing our services have
children, resulting in our Safety Unit supporting
1,504 children through their mothers.
50% of women with children had safeguarding concerns,
with 34% already having Children’s Services involved.

BSWA were amazing, my worker
talked through all of my options
and then supported me to think
them through and make the choice
myself. She was just brilliant, like an
angel. For me, it was a lifeline.”
Service user

Iron: Man
by Anthony Gormley
Victoria Square, Birmingham
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Reaching out to women across Birmingham and Solihull
A broad range of services and outreach work in central and community settings
Providing a front door to services locally

Reaching out to diverse communities

We offer both same day appointments and pre-booked sessions
at our Community and Central Drop-ins across Birmingham
and Solihull enabling women to speak to a specialist support
worker face-to-face. This year, our Drop-ins have given 797
women the opportunity to access immediate support locally.

We are committed to meeting the needs of Birmingham
and Solihull’s richly diverse communities. We provide
a range of language specialist workers resulting
in a high take up of our services from women of
black and minority ethnic backgrounds.

Our Drop-ins are situated in Bartley Green, Aston, Small
Heath, Handsworth, Kingstanding, Kings Norton, Acocks
Green, Chelmsley Wood and Solihull town centre.
Of women accessing our Drop-in:

54% of our service users are Black and minority ethnic (BME)
50% of our staff team are BME, providing 19 language specialisms.
We are proud that women seek out our
services and recommend us on.

16% of women were pregnant
Self-portraits by children in refuge

64% had children, of which 74% were exposed to abuse
50% of women had safeguarding concerns, with 34%
already having involvement of Children’s Services
93% felt afraid, 92% had experienced physical abuse
34% of women attend Drop-in on more than one occasion.
100% would recommend the service to others.

Providing a listening ear
Our Helpline has taken 2,856 calls enabling women to
access immediate support and advice and seek support
and help for their children. Our positive and understanding
response enables women to be honest and open about
their situation, allowing us to provide the most effective
and timely advice. 20% of calls are from professionals
who call to ask for advice when supporting women.

Iman’s story
Iman* came to the UK from Morocco, following a forced
marriage to a man who physically and verbally abused her.
She had a visitor visa and no recourse to public funds.
At drop-in, we provided emotional support and
arranged an appointment for her with an immigration
solicitor. We supported her to apply for asylum and
put a safety plan in place while she awaited a decision
and continued to live with the perpetrator. During
another appointment, we supported her to access a
grant for her travel to London for the asylum hearing.

I feel so much happier and in control
now that I am making my own decisions.”
* Names have been changed
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You provide fantastic support – so nice to
hear that you believe me. Thank you so much.”
Helpline service user

Reaching out to women
through local healthcare
Our IRIS (Identification and Referral to Improve Safety)
supports professionals working in primary care to identify
the signs of domestic violence by asking the right questions
and supporting women to access specialist support.
Since June 2015, our IRIS Advocate Educator
has worked with 25 GP surgeries resulting in
141 referrals into our support services.
Research continually shows that older women
find it difficult to access services.
IRIS has been particularly successful in reaching out to
older women who wouldn’t normally come forward to
access support. 7% of referrals are aged 60-89 years.

Family Outing
by John Ravera
Mell Square, Solihull
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Working with young women
Dedicated services for young women,
recognising different needs

We recognise that young women don’t always identify with the term ‘domestic
violence’ and want a service that is especially tailored for them, and that is easy to
find. Our Young Women’s Worker provides a dedicated service for young women.

A lot of stuff
happened to me
but I didn’t know
where to go or what
to do; now I do.”
Young woman

Over the past two years, there has been a 50% rise in young women aged 16-25
accessing our services, mirroring a worrying national trend. Under 25s make up 32%
of our refuge service users. Issues include rape, gangs, child sexual exploitation,
control and coercion, forced marriage, honour based violence and female genital
mutilation. Young women also face issues including self-harm, eating disorders,
mental health and poverty which further compounds their experiences of abuse.
We have uncovered high levels of need within BME communities:
70% of young women accessing casework support and 55% of young
women accessing our group work are from BME communities.
More than half of young women accessing our Drop-ins are BME.
Our services helped:
115 young women engaged in intense group work sessions
20 young women received one-to-one support
50 young women devised a safety plan in Drop-in appointments
Our Positive Relationships programme has reached 1,830 young people providing
vital awareness raising work to help them to recognise issues such as consent
and control, and to provide a safe environment to enable them to seek help. We
have delivered 71 Positive Relationship programme sessions and reached 380
teachers through Positive Relationship briefings across 28 schools in Birmingham.
Our portfolio of education work covers a whole spectrum of violence against
women issues including gangs, honour based violence and forced marriage.
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A Real Birmingham Family
by Gillian Wearing
Chamberlain Square, Birmingham

I am really grateful
for the support. I was
distressed and didn’t
know who to turn
to. I now understand
what has happened
to me and what I can
do to receive support.
The emotional and
practical support
has been invaluable
in helping me
get through this
difficult time.”
Jabeen

Ending FGM

Putting an end to female genital mutilation by
empowering women and professionals
Since 2010, our Specialist FGM (female genital mutilation) project
has provided expertise, knowledge and skills to professionals, raising
their confidence to directly address FGM in their work.
We have also developed ‘Community Champions’ from different
FGM affected communities, training them in FGM and related issues,
enabling them to raise awareness amongst their own networks –
through this we have reached over 14 different communities.
We have supported 193 women directly, primarily through supporting
the region’s only dedicated FGM Health Clinic at Heartlands Hospital,
including taking out the first FGM Protection Order (in the West Midlands)
in December 2015. Jabeen’s is an illustration of the support we provide.

Jabeen’s story
Jabeen* attended our Gambian community event, and approached us for
support around FGM as she was experiencing problems due to not being
able to consummate her marriage as a result of FGM. She was in deep
distress – as she didn’t know why she wasn’t able to consummate her
marriage, as she thought she had type 1 FGM (the least severe type).
Our worker and Community Champion discussed her issues in depth
and took her for an appointment to see the local specialist FGM midwife.
After examination, Jabeen realised she was a type 3 (the most severe
type), a type which is not commonly practised within her community.
Jabeen was very distressed on receiving this news and needed
practical support to address the issues she faced as well as
emotional support as her mental health suffered.
* Names have been changed
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A safe place to stay, recover and rebuild
Safe, secure, emergency accommodation when it’s needed
Our five refuges across Birmingham and Solihull have
provided safe, secure, emergency accommodation
for 234 women and their children.
Our refuge teams work support women in a
reassuring, sensitive and safe way, addressing
the full range of women and children’s needs
and helping them plan for life after refuge.
Family Support in refuge gives families the chance to talk
about their experiences and focuses on strengthening
relationships between mothers and their children.
Of women staying in our refuges:
26% have drug and/or alcohol issues
74% had been exposed to multiple forms of abuse
72% had received threats to kill.
Our specialist Children and Young People’s Workers
provide dedicated support to children and young
people who miss a ‘normal’ childhood, forced to grow
up with far more responsibility than a child should.
We have supported children and young people with
issues of self-harm, forced marriage and sexual abuse.
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The River
by Dhruva Mistry
Victoria Square, Birmingham

I never felt safe, loved or
cared for until I came here.”
Refuge service user

Ed’s story

Joanne’s story

Ed*, 9 years, took on the
responsibility of cooking and
caring for his two siblings,
making sure they got to school
as he was petrified that they
would be separated.

Joanne* experienced extreme physical, sexual,
psychological and financial abuse. Her partner decided
what she wore, what and when she ate, regularly locking
her in their home and limiting contact with family and
friends. She could not talk to anyone and felt hopeless.

Through one-to-one therapeutic
sessions designed to overcome
trauma and increase emotional
resilience, shared play and family
support sessions, our worker
helped Ed and his mum to build
a stronger, closer relationship.
In helping to re-established
parent-child relationships, our
support helped Ed to understand
his responsibility wasn’t to look
after his siblings, but to keep his
room tidy and listen to his mum!

When she arrived at the refuge, Joanne said:
“I was at rock bottom, face down on the floor,
unable to look after myself or my children.”
In refuge, we supported Joanne to deal with the
emotional and psychological impact of the abuse,
while supporting the children to make sense of
their experience of the abuse. We helped Joanne
organise her finances with budgeting support,
registered her with a local GP and liaised on her
behalf with Housing to secure a new home.
Joanne said she really values the friends she
made in refuge – sharing experiences with others
helped her to feel less different and alone. She
was particularly grateful that staff were always
available to talk if she felt low, worried or stressed
and the in-depth support they gave her.
Joanne believes that if she had moved straight into
another home after leaving her perpetrator, she
would have been unable to cope, and that it is the
concentrated emotional and practical support she
received in refuge that allowed her to re-build her life.

Refuge has given me back my life.”

Our refuge mural
A huge wall mural was created which depicts refuge life,
with women and children interacting in their own flats,
the play club and with the staff. Children aged 3-11 years
took part in the activity, and contributed their ideas
like adding the sun smiling and shining on the refuge.

Today I am very happy because
I have been painting all day. It was
fun joining in with everyone.”
Child, Refuge play club

* Names have been changed
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Helping ‘troubled families’
A domestic abuse service within the
Government’s Troubled Families programme
Our Think Family Project is the only commissioned specialist
domestic abuse service working under the Government’s
Troubled Families programme, for Birmingham City Council.
BSWA is a valuable source of early intervention and
crisis prevention as shown by our Think Family work,
where many referrals include statutory involvement.
We provide intensive support at all levels to help families with
a range of intense problems, not only domestic and sexual
abuse, but also housing, finances and debt, health problems,
youth offending issues, school attendance and many more.
These problems are complex, meaning that families
often have many agencies involved in their lives, such as
Children’s Services, Police, Housing, Youth Offending.
As an independent specialist agency, we build an empathetic
relationship with the family, helping to shift the professional
gaze onto how the abuse shapes behaviour, and work with
families to understand the support agencies can provide. This
leads to to improved family and agency relationships and
progress on often entrenched problems – as in the case of Jenny.
We have provided support to 69 families with our
Think Family service this year, turning around lives,
leading to a healthier and happier future.

I’ve got respect for my worker – she keeps in touch, she
keeps me informed. I see her every week, she phones me
just to see how I am even when she doesn’t have to.”
Think Family service user

Jenny’s story
Jenny had severe mental health issues, and
a serious personality disorder with two
personalities, Jenny* and Sue*. She has two
children – 14 year old Tom* and 23 year old
Paul*. When mum was Jenny, she was kind,
calm and attentive. But when she was Sue, she
would scream, be aggressive and had attempted
suicide. Tom had been deeply affected by this.
Tom was missing school and exhibiting emerging
mental health issues. He was afraid that when his
mum was ‘Sue’, he needed to be around, due to
Sue’s erratic behaviour and deep problems that
could lead to harming herself. He was scared
that his mum would die whilst he was at school.
We worked with Jenny to access specialist mental
health support and to help her recognise the
impact of her personalities on her children. We
built her confidence through intensive support
and helped her understand how she had been
affected by the abuse she had suffered in her
* Names have been changed
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life. This led to her Sue less often, and being
emotionally available for Tom, spending time with
him and be less fearful of leaving his mum alone.
Our Think Family service worked with
Tom’s school to help them understand the
issues facing the family, explaining our work
and helping the school develop a more
responsive plan to support Tom. Tom’s
school attendance improved dramatically.
We identified Paul, as a part of a support network
for Tom and worked with him to develop new
strategies to support his mum, taking pressure
off Tom. One-to-one support sessions with Tom
enabled him to understand how he had been
affected and to build a life of his own – getting him
to access school activities and join the Cadets.
The family became more united, supporting each
other. Tom was able to be a child. Jenny’s health
improved, so she could be a positive force in Tom’s life.

The Lovely People
by Temper
The Cube, Birmingham

Team members of The Solicitor’s Regulation Authority pledge
their support for BSWA, their Charity of the Year 2015-16
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Volunteers enhancing services
Committed volunteers are vital support to our services

Our charity shops
Raising funds and awareness

Being a volunteer for BSWA, I hear
inspiring stories from courageous
women and feel proud to help
them in some small way.”
Volunteer

Volunteers play a vital role in the delivery
of our Helpline, Drop-ins and in refuge,
contributing an incredible 2,000 hours.
We greatly value their commitment,
skills, compassion and enthusiasm.
Our charity shop volunteers are often a
public face for the organisation on the
high street, and play a fantastic role in
speaking about our services to the many
women who come in to our shop.
30% of our volunteers move into
paid work due to the training and
work experience they receive.

Our three charity shops are an important way for us
to raise funds and to help publicise our vital work with
women and children. Our charity shops are at:
Shirley,
Solihull
134 Stratford Road
Shirley
Solihull
B90 3BB
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Northfield,
Birmingham
729 Bristol
Street South
Northfield
Birmingham
B31 2NG

Boldmere,
Sutton Coldfield
92a Boldmere
Road
Boldmere
Sutton Coldfield
B73 5UB

The River
by Dhruva Mistry
Victoria Square, Birmingham
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Marking 35 years of supporting women and children
We celebrated our 35th anniversary in style!

Dressing iconic Birmingham and
Solihull sculptures to raise awareness
On 21 May 2015, we dressed some of Birmingham
and Solihull’s most iconic sculptures to shine a
light on the issue of domestic violence.

The squat that became the first refuge
in Birmingham in the 1970’s

Well-known local landmarks, including Victoria Square’s The
River and Iron: Man, Chamberlain Square’s Real Birmingham
Family and Mell Square’s Family Outing, wore the colours
and symbols of the international anti-violence against women
movement for one day. Female figures wore sashes in
purple and green, while male figures wore the white ribbon
of the men’s campaign against violence towards women.
Members of the public were invited to show their
support for the BSWA pledge, ‘Together we can
end violence against women and children’.

Local authority chief executives went
head-to-head in a live cook-off
On Wednesday 18 May, Mark Rogers, CEO of
Birmingham City Council, and Nick Page, CEO of Solihull
Metropolitan Borough Council, undertook a live ‘cook
off’ fundraiser for BSWA at Malmaison Birmingham.

Left to right: Nick Page, CEO of Solihull
Metropolitan Borough Council, and Mark
Rogers, CEO of Birmingham City Council
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The Battle of the Chiefs fundraiser raised over £3,000
funds and vital awareness of BSWA’s work. The night was
brilliantly compèred by Adrian Goldberg with wonderful
entertainment by Barbara Nice which had every on their feet.

Left to right: Jodie Jeynes, Specialist Midwife for Domestic
Violence at Birmingham Women’s Hospital, Professor Ros
Keeton, Chief Executive of Birmingham’s Women’s Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust and Maureen Connolly, Chief Executive, BSWA.

Left to right, at Battle of the Chiefs at Malmaison
Birmingham: Mark Rogers, CEO of Birmingham
City Council, our compère, journalist and
broadcaster Adrian Goldberg and Nick Page,
CEO of Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council
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At the West Midlands Specialist Domestic Abuse Consortium conference in March 2016, attended by 600 people, were (left to right):
David Jamieson, West Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner; Professor Evan Stark; Cllr Shafique Shah, Cabinet Member
for Inclusion and Community Safety, Birmingham City Council; Professor Liz Kelly; Louisa Rolfe, Deputy Chief Constable, West
Midlands Police; Professor Sylvia Walby; Nick Page, Chief Executive Officer, Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council.
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Are you affected by domestic violence, rape or sexual abuse?
Have you experienced or are you worried about forced
marriage, honour based violence or female genital mutilation?
Are you a young woman who has experienced
violence or abuse in your relationship?

We are here to
listen and help.
Every day, Birmingham and Solihull Women’s Aid helps women who make
the difficult decision to ask for help and get in contact with us.

Contact our Helpline

0808 800 0028

Birmingham & Solihull Women’s Aid believes that
domestic violence is a violation of human rights and
works to ensure that women and children have the
right to live free from violence, abuse and fear. We:
 Believe women’s and children’s experience of abuse
 Give priority to women’s and children’s safety
 Enable women who have been dis-empowered by
domestic violence to determine their own lives
 Recognise and address the emotional,
educational and developmental needs of
children affected by domestic violence
 Provide high quality services run by women and which
are informed by listening to and involving women
and children affected by domestic violence
 Challenge the disadvantage and social exclusion which result
from domestic violence and women’s position in society
 Challenge discrimination, to support and reflect
diversity and to promote equality of opportunity
 Develop partnerships and promote cohesive interagency responses to domestic violence.

Monday to Friday, 10:00am to 5:00pm
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Birmingham & Solihull Women’s Aid

0121 685 8687
Helpline: 0808 800 0028
info@bswaid.org
@bswaid
www.bswaid.org
Birmingham & Solihull Women’s Aid is a registered charity
no. 1073926 and a company limited by guarantee no. 3509538
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